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No sample size calculation was used. The sample size was limited by the number of patients we managed to recruit to the DDD study. We

state clearly in the Discussion that with this sample size, some of the gene-based tests were underpowered, and confidence intervals for many

estimates are still large. However, to our knowledge, this is still the largest study of its kind available to date.

Sample exclusions are described in the Methods under "Sample QC". Variant quality control was performed separately for the case/control

analysis and the de novo mutation analysis, and is described in the Methods section under "Exome sequencing, variant annotation and variant

quality control".

No formal replication was attempted since similar datasets of an appropriate size are scarce and difficult to gain access to. However, we note

in the Discussion how our findings compare to previous smaller studies.

Randomisation was not relevant to the study since no experiments were involved.

Blinding was not relevant to the study since no experiments were involved.




